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A Kerala honeymoon in every sense can be called as the ideal getaway for couples. With ample 
natural marvels, rich culture, wildlife and great history to explore, Kerala without any second thought
has numerous splendid experiences to offer. Hill stations of Kerala in particular are real charmers
and the best spots for people planning their honeymoon. Read below to know more about two such
hill stations of Kerala, which can play the perfect host for your honeymoon.

Munnar: The hill station of Munnar is very popular amongst tourists from across the globe. Despite
hundreds of visitors visiting this hill station, you will always find a sense of calmness and tranquility
when here. From the breathtaking view of the 1700 meters tall Mattupetty dam to the lush widely
spread across green tea plantations of Pothamedu, you will find romance blooming in the
surroundings. When taking a Munnar tour you cannot miss the Nyayamakad dam and Attukal falls,
the sight of milky white looking gushing waters is sure to leave you with a refreshing and enthralling
experience.

Your stay in Munnar can be filled with every luxury you ever thought off. The hill station is famous
for its hospitality and the wonderful treatment its hotels provide their visitors. Whether you wish to
stay close to the green hills or want a lake view room, every wish of yours will be met and well taken
care of when here.

Wayanad: If you want to witness and feel the true natureâ€™s bliss then Wayanad is the place to be.
This hill station is well known for its ayurvedic spas that leave people pampered right from their body
to the mind and soul. Immersing yourself in the aroma of exotic oils, flowers and herbs will give you
and your partner a soothing experience you will never be able to forget. This place also has wildlife
sanctuaries that will give you a thrilling experience, be it the night camping at the Tholpetty wildlife
sanctuary where you can spot animals including elephants, deer and jungle cats or the Wayanand
sanctuary where you can closely witness tigers, peacocks, Indian bison and many other rare
species of birds and animals.

When looking out for Wayand packages you can select the one that suits your requirements. From a
quiet and aloof stay to an adventure packed honeymoon, you can make the most of your trip to this
hill station.

A south India tour for your honeymoon can be a good option but if you are looking at hill station
specifically, then the above mentioned two hill stations of Kerala are must see for you. A
honeymoon is meant to be filled with romance and tranquility and the hill stations of Kerala offer just
that.
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Kerala holiday mart can help you find the ideal honeymoon package for yourself across the states of
a Kerala Holiday Packages. Whether you are planning a a Mysore Tourism or wish to spend some
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quiet moments in a a Chennai tourism, you get more information for such packages here.
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